Fortinet E-rate Eligible Solutions for K-12 Education

School IT departments face many challenges while keeping students, faculty, and staff happy and safe from cyber threats. You deal with an ever-increasing number of devices connecting to the network; you must comply with regulations like FERPA and CIPA; you must fend off alarmingly sophisticated threats like ransomware; and you need to meet schools’ exploding bandwidth demands with your limited budgets and resources.

One resource to help with these demands is the Federal Communications Commission’s E-rate program. E-rate is designed to give public schools and libraries cost-effective access to the technology they need to bolster their network infrastructures and prepare for future educational needs.

The E-rate program is a tremendous opportunity for schools and libraries to purchase security and networking technology at zero or reduced cost. Fortinet offers many E-rate eligible solutions and we are happy to help you navigate the process and answer any questions.

The Fortinet Security Fabric architecture integrates Fortinet and Fabric-Ready Partner products to enable easier management, better protection, and automation of time-consuming tasks. As part of the Fabric ecosystem, Fabric-Ready Partner solutions in K-12 environments can be integrated with the Fortinet Security Fabric. School districts can leverage existing investments while still gaining the time savings and stronger security of an integrated security architecture. Fortinet’s proven security and networking solutions secure educational institutions of all sizes around the globe.

In addition to E-rate solutions, Fortinet offers a broad portfolio of high-performance network security solutions including network access control, phones and VoIP solutions, physical security solutions, and email security.

The Fortinet Security Fabric:
- Reduces complexity with end-to-end network and wireless access security
- Saves IT resources with centralized security management
- Provides comprehensive security across threat vectors

For more information, please visit www.fortinet.com/education or contact us at SLED@fortinet.com.

You can check product eligibility at https://eligible.fundsforlearning.com/

E-rate Eligible Security Fabric Solutions
- FortiGate Firewall Solutions
- FortiAP Wireless Access Points
- FortiSwitch Network Switches
- FortiCache/FortiProxy Solutions
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